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Abstract: Automated test case and test driver generation from a precise behaviour
UML model is an emerging approach for software functional validation. This
innovative approach for validation testing makes it possible to ensure the
functional coverage of the test suite and to automate the production of executable
test scripts. This paper presents an approach to automatically produce the
traceability matrix from requirements to test cases, as part of the test generation
process. This approach is embedded in the LEIRIOS Test Designer technology,
and has been used for several real-life applications in eTransactions and
Enterprise IT areas. This paper introduces the approach to annotating the UML
model and using it to generate the traceability matrix. It also discusses some
lessons learnt from our experience using requirements traceability as part of a
Model-Based Testing process.

1 Introduction
Requirements traceability is an active area of research in system and software
engineering. A well accepted definition of requirements traceability was given in 1994
by Gotel and Finkelstein: "Requirements Traceability refers to the ability to describe
and follow the life of a requirement, in both a forward and backward direction (i.e. from
its origin, through its development and specification, to its subsequent deployment and
use, and through periods of on-going refinement and iteration in any of these
phases)."[GF94].

Tracking requirements through the project [SZPK04] ensures that all requirements are
considered in the various life-cycle stages. For a model-based testing perspective
[DJKL99, UL07], it means that the generated test cases from the model are linked with
the requirements. A well-known way to trace from requirements to test cases is to
generate a Traceability Matrix: for each requirement, the matrix gives the list of needed
test cases to test it. Of course, a test case could be useful to test several requirements.

Automatically producing the Traceability Matrix leads to several advantages in the
software testing process:
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− It gives to the generated test cases a clear functional coverage metrics from the
viewpoint of the requirements;

− Knowing which requirements are not covered via the model-based testing process
allows one to complete the test suite with some manually designed test cases or to
improve the model or test generation strategies in order to fulfil the test objectives;

− It gives valuable feed-back on the requirements: some test cases may not be linked
with any requirements, possibly showing the lack of expressed requirements.

Automatically generating the Traceability Matrix from requirements to test cases implies
managing the links between the requirements specification, the model and the test cases.
This paper focuses on this problem. We propose an original approach to tag the dynamic
part of the UML model with the requirement identifiers and to use it to produce
automatically the Traceability Matrix at the same time as the generated test cases.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model-based testing process
and how to tag the UML model with the requirements. Section 3 describes the
implementation of this method using a simplified version of a drink vending machine
controller.

2 Requirements traceability and model-based testing with UML
The automatic generation of functional tests is based on an unambiguous UML
(including OCL) model of the functional requirements of the application under test. It is
an abstract functional model: it represents the expected visible behaviours of the
application under test, but it does not integrate the implementation details (it is not a
program nor an architectural representation). Then, this model ought to be sufficiently
precise to allow the generation of test cases (as sequences of operations) including
expected outputs computed from the automatic animation of the UML/OCL model. The
test cases/expected output pairs are directly used during test case execution on the
application under test, to obtain an automated verdict (success or fail). Moreover, the
model can be adapted to the test objectives for a given validation campaign: if the test
purposes only relate to one part of the application (for example because other parts have
been tested elsewhere), the model has to take it into account, in particular to avoid a
useless combinatorial explosion in the test generation. Finally, the control (e.g. API,
GUI, socket, etc…) and observation points (e.g. output variable, return value, exception,
etc…) of the application under test must appear in the model so that the tests can be
directly executed on it. Uncontrollable or unobservable elements should not be
modelled.

Modelling with UML: The LEIRIOS Test Designer approach uses a subset of the UML
2.0 language with the following diagrams and expression language:

o Class diagrams – These represent the data model of the SUT, and exhibit its
points of control and observation as operations within classes;

o Instance diagrams – This kind of diagram is used to set up the initial state of
the system for test generation, by defining objects, initial values of their
attributes and the associations between objects.
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o State Machine diagrams – A UML state machine is associated with the main
SUT class and formalizes the expected behaviour of that class using transitions
between states to respond to user events;

o The Object Constraint Language (OCL) –OCL [WK03] expressions within
the class diagram formally describe the expected behaviour of operations of a
class using preconditions and postconditions. OCL expressions within the state
machine formalize guards and effects of transitions between the states.

Requirements traceability is managed by tagging manually the postconditions of the
operations and the effects of the transitions in the UML model with the requirements.
The format uses ad-hoc comment symbols (/*@REQ: requirement_Id @*/) to associate
a requirement with an OCL statement which will involved into a test target during the
generation of the test cases.

Driving the test generation process: The generation of tests is steered by the validation
engineer on the basis of test selection criteria. They make it possible to tune the coverage
of the decision tree of the model in order to master the combinatorial explosion.

Test generation method: The test generation method of LEIRIOS Test Designer consists
in testing all the possible behaviours of the specification operations, by traversing the
states of the system. This strategy is controlled by the previously defined test selection
criteria. This method is performed as follows:

o Partitioning of the model operation to generate all the possible expected
behaviours,

o Computation of variable domain boundaries from each behaviour (called test
targets),

o Generation of test cases obtained, for each test targets, by traversing the
underlying reachability graph of the model from the initial state to reach a state
satisfying a test target.

A test case reaches a target, which involves OCL statements tagged with one or several
requirement identifiers. Then, LEIRIOS Test Designer makes it possible to match a test
with requirements during the generation of the test cases.

Executable test script generation: The obtained test cases are at the same abstraction
level as the model. Each operation invocation appears with the signature of the UML
class diagram and the input and return values are the same as those in the class diagram.
A general framework to convert the generated test cases into executable scripts is
provided in LEIRIOS Test Designer. The test engineer defines a test script pattern and a
mapping table. The test script pattern is a source code file in the target language with
some tags indicating where sequences of operation invocations have to be inserted.

3 The Drink Vending Machine example
The Drink Vending Machine (DVM) application illustrates the test generation process
with LEIRIOS Test Designer. The next sub-section gives the informal requirements of a
DVM that distributes cans of drinks.
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3.1 DVM Requirements

A typical usage of the DVM is as follows: The consumer inserts coins into the machine,
and then pushes the button related to the desired. If enough money has been entered and
if the selected drink is available, then the DVM ejects the drink into the bottom drawer
of the machine, so that the consumer can retrieve it. Figure 1 shows a use case diagram
for a successful interaction with the machine.

Figure 1: Use case diagram of DVM

There are two main actors: the consumer who wants to buy drinks, and the service
person who maintain the DVM. If the amount of money inserted is more than the price
of the drink, the machine will return the correct change to the consumer along with the
drink. When any of the above conditions are not met (for example, the correct change is
not available), the transaction is aborted with an appropriate message and all the inserted
coins are returned. The consumer may press a return button at any time to return all the
coins inserted but not spent. The money box is composed of two different collectors: one
called temporary box keeps coins as long as no drink is purchased. When a drink is
purchased the coins are released by the temporary box into the second one, called money
box. Drinks are stored on shelves. Each shelf is associated with a beverage kind and a
price. The service person adds drinks to the shelves and sets price for each drink
category (one per shelf). Figure 2 gives the use case detail for the “buy a drink” scenario.

Use case: Buy a drink

1. Customer inserts one or more coins into the machine.

2. Customer chooses a drink from a fixed menu

3. Vending machine checks that enough money has been inserted, then dispenses the
requested drink and returns any excess money to the customer.

4. Customer takes the drink from the machines.

Figure 2 – “Buy a drink” use case for the drink vending machine
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One has to distinguish between three levels: the physical machine, the controller, and
human interaction. The physical machine consists of several components: a money box,
drink shelves, an information panel, drink selection buttons, and a coin ejection button.
The controller is a program that coordinates the activities of the systems components by
receiving messages from and sending commands to them. Human interaction takes place
between the consumer or service person and the systems components, for example, a
consumer presses a drink selection button or the service person replenishes a shelf.

The system under test is the DVM controller. To precisely define the expected functional
requirements of the DVM controller, a list a requirements including Req Identifier, Req
Name, Req description is defined in Table 1.

Req. Id Req. Name Req. Description

DVM-1 Out_Of_Service The DVM controller shall be out_of_service when proceeding to
service operations

DVM-2 Set_Price The DVM controller shall allow to set the price of drinks

DVM-3 Set_Quantity The DVM controller shall allow to set the quantity of drinks on a
shelf

DVM-4 Two_collectors The DVM controller shall manage two different collectors of coins:
the one keeps coins until the consumer presses the eject button or
chooses a drink; in the latter case the coins are released by the
collector to the second one.

DVM-5 Temporary_box_full The DVM controller shall accept that the consumer can only insert
coins up to a certain limit greater than the highest drink price; any
additional coin shall be released immediately by the temporary box.

DVM-6 Not_Available_Drink If a chosen drink is not available, the DVM shall inform the
customer.

DVM-7 Insufficient_funds If there are insufficient funds for the purchase, the DVM controller
shall inform the customer.

DVM-8 Deliver_drink If the drink is available and the fund sufficient, the DVM controller
shall deliver the product and return the extra money.

DVM-9 No_money_to_return If the customer asks for money return, with no money in the first
collector, then the DVM controller shall inform the customer.

DVM-10 Money_to_return If the customer asks for money return, with money in the first
collector, then the DVM controller shall return that money.

DVM-11 Money_Box_Full When delivering the drink, if the money box plus the temporary box
size exceed money box limit, then the DVM controller shall put the
system out of order.

Table 1 – DVM controller requirements
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3.2 DVMModel

Figure 3 gives the DVM model class diagram. The DVM is composed by a fixed number
of shelves and a moneybox.

Figure 3 - DVM Class Diagram

The DVM class diagram defines the data and the points of control and observation of the
application under test. The main class “DVM Controller” defines the user actions to be
tested. The “DrinkShelf” class defines the different shelves of the DVM (one per drink)
and the “MoneyBox” class represents both the temporary box (the attribute
“InsertedAmount”) and the money box (the attribute “boxAmount”). This class diagram
is completed by two enumeration classes (see Figure 4). The enumeration “Drinks”
represents the possible shelves and the enumeration “Messages” represents the possible
message to be displayed.

Figure 4 - DVM enumeration diagram

The initial state of the DVM is defined by the instance diagram (see Figure 5). For each
instances of shelf, the type is initialized to a shelf number and the availability and price
attributes are set to sample values.
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Figure 5 - DVM instance diagram (initial state)

Figure 6 specifies the dynamic behaviour of the DVM controller: the DVM can be
“InService” or “OutOfService”. In each state, various internal transitions define the
expected behaviour of the system upon a user action.

Figure 6 – DVM controller State Machine
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Expected behaviours are specified by transitions (either external or internal) The
“InService” state accepts seven internals transitions that describe expected behaviours of
the customer commands “InsertCoin”, “SelectDrink” and “ReturnButton”. The state
“OutOfService” state accepts two internal transitions that descrive the service person
commands “setPrice” and “setDrinkQuantity”. Those transitions are triggered by a user
event, a guard and an effect. Guards and effects are specified in OCL. In table 2, we give
the three internal activities for the operation “selectDrink(drink)”. The input parameter is
of type DRINKS (enumeration class).

Trigger / Label Guard Effect

selectDrink(drink)
- Case drink not
available

shelves-
>exists(s:DrinkShelf|
s.drinkType=drink and
s.available=0)

display=MESSAGES::DrinkNotAva
ilable /*@REQ: DVM-6 @*/

selectDrink(drink)
- Case
insufficient funds

shelves-
>exists(s:DrinkShelf|
s.drinkType=drink and
s.available>0 and
s.price>box.insertedA
mount)

display=MESSAGES::Insufficien
tFunds /*@REQ: DVM-7 @*/

selectDrink(drink)
- Nominal case

shelves-
>exists(s:DrinkShelf|
s.drinkType=drink and
s.available>0 and
s.price<=box.inserted
Amount and
s.price > 0)

shelves->any(s:DrinkShelf|
s.drinkType=drink).available
= shelves-
>any(s:DrinkShelf|s.drinkType
=drink).available - 1 and
display=MESSAGES::ShowBalance
and
returnAmount
=box.insertedAmount -
shelves-
>any(s:DrinkShelf|s.drinkType
=drink).price and
box.boxAmount = box.boxAmount
+ shelves-
>any(s:DrinkShelf|s.drinkType
=drink).price and
box.insertedAmount=0 /*@REQ:
DVM-8 @*/

Table 2 – InService state internal transitions for selectDrink user operation

Requirements traceability is managed by tagging the effect of each transition with
requirement identifiers. For example, the requirement DVM-6 is used to annotate the
effect in case of not available drink. This link between the model and the requirements is
used by the LEIRIOS Test Designer tool to produce the traceability matrix between
generated test cases and requirements.
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3.3 Generated tests

From the DVM model, 12 test targets are generated, one for each transition, and 12 test
cases are generated. Table 3 gives the generated test cases for the three internal
transitions showed in Table 2.

TEST 1: nominal case – Covered Requirements: DVM-8

STEP OPERATION ATTRIBUTES VALUES

1. DVM1.insertCoin(100) DVM1.display = PleaseSelectDrink
Box.insertedAmount = 100

2. DVM1.selectDrink(D1) DVM1.display = ShowBalance
DVM1.returnAmount = 60
Box.insertedAmount = 0
Box.boxAmount = 40
Shelf1.available = 5

TEST 2: not enough money – Covered Requirements: DVM-7

STEP OPERATION ATTRIBUTES VALUES

1. DVM1.selectDrink(D2) DVM1.display = InsufficientFunds

TEST 3: drink not available – Covered Requirements: DVM-6

STEP OPERATION ATTRIBUTES VALUES

1. DVM1.insertCoin(120) DVM1.display = PleaseSelectDrink
Box.insertedAmount = 120

2. DVM1.selectDrink(D4) DVM1.display = ShowBalance
Box.insertedAmount = 0
Box.boxAmount = 120
Shelf1.available = 1

3. DVM1.insertCoin(120) DVM1.display = PleaseSelectDrink
Box.insertedAmount = 120

4. DVM1.selectDrink(D4) DVM1.display = ShowBalance
Box.insertedAmount = 0
Box.boxAmount = 240
Shelf1.available = 0

5. DVM1.insertCoin(120) DVM1.display = PleaseSelectDrink
Box.insertedAmount = 120

6. DVM1.selectDrink(D4) DVM1.display = DrinkNotAvailable
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5 Conclusion
Managing a Traceability Matrix from requirements to test cases is a key issue in
software validation and quality insurance. It provides numerous benefits in the overall
software life-cycle:

– Certifies that all requirements were correctly implemented and tested;
– Facilitates specification change management, by identifying all application elements

affected by a requirements change;
– Helps in risk management by evaluating the test coverage of each requirement;
– Helps when debugging to identify the related requirements when a test fails.

Automated test generation from a UML model of the application under test using
requirements links in the model makes it possible to automatically produce both the test
cases and the traceability matrix.
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